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1 Introduction

The ANA (Autonomic Network Architecture) project aims at providing a frame-
work to flexibly host, interconnect, and federate multiple heterogeneous networks
in an autonomic way, i.e. without requiring active human intervention. For achiev-
ing this goal, ANA introduces at its macroscopic level an abstraction used to wrap
all possible (and future) network instances in a generic container: the network
compartment. Here the verb “wrap” and adjective “generic” actually refer to a
minimal API that must be supported by all compartments and permits to “talk
to” all network compartments in a generic manner without requiring any a priori
knowledge of how the compartment internally operates.

In practice, each network compartment is indeed free to internally run its own
set of networking protocols and algorithms for addressing, naming, and routing.
The only requirement from ANA is that each compartment must support the
generic API to allow all possible (and unforeseen) interactions with any other
component of the architecture. In other words, each compartment operates as a
black box which supports a generic and flexible interface with the “outside world”.
The motivation for supporting heterogeneous network instances is that we envis-
age (as others [1, 2]) that future inter-networks will consist of a rich and diverse
collection of networks with multiple and potentially incompatible namespaces.

The main design challenge in such a catenet1 is to offer a global network con-
nectivity over a heterogeneous environment without having to design dedicated
translation mechanisms between all possible compartment-pairs. Since the “design
philosophy” of ANA is to encourage variability at all levels of the architecture,
we explore different but complementary ways for performing inter-compartment
communication and routing. Our long-term objective is to explore various ap-
proaches and let the system autonomically choose the best alternative according
to the current networking environment and conditions.

In order to have a self-contained document and help the reader understand
the design of the various inter-compartment communication schemes, we briefly
describe in the next section the generic compartment API and provide some simple
but meaningful examples. The following sections then describe the two approaches
currently being explored by the project partners involved in this activity, and
section 6 concludes the document with a brief description of future work.

1“concatenation of networks”, i.e. original concept on inter-network.
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2 Operation and API for network compartments

As briefly stated earlier, each network compartment in ANA is free to internally
run its own (and potentially unique) set of network protocols and algorithms for
addressing, naming, and routing. The objective is that ANA fosters variability
and evolution by not imposing any restriction on the internal network operation
of compartments. However, to guarantee all possible (and unforeseen) interac-
tions between the various components of ANA, each compartment must support
a generic API and set of communication abstractions such that other entities can
use its services without any a priori knowledge of how the compartment operates.

Looking back in the literature, the basic idea of developing a set of generic
interactions and abstractions between the various elements of a network architec-
ture is not new. Actually the related work is plentiful and includes (among others)
theoretical design and studies, operating systems design, active networking, and
distributed systems. The objective of this section is however not to review this
work but rather to briefly introduce the motivation and rationale driving the design
of ANA. This should hopefully help the reader to better understand the context
in which we design inter-compartment communication schemes. In the next sub-
sections we hence shortly introduce some of the work that has inspired the design
of ANA, then present our motivation and design rationale, and finally give an
overview and show some examples of the operation of network compartments.

2.1 Related work

The very well-known OSI [3] (Open Systems Interconnections) architecture devel-
oped in the late 70ies has introduced abstract concepts such as user and provider
layers, service access points (SAP), communication end points (CEP), and pro-
tocol entities (PE) for achieving generic interactions between network protocols.
However, while these generic concepts have been very useful while designing net-
work protocols, real implementations have often failed to put these into practice
because of the “hidden complexity” of OSI [4].

More recently, the conceptual work of the Plutarch [2] architecture has intro-
duced the notion of contexts which is a concept somehow close to the network
compartments of ANA. In addition, Plutarch has proposed an interesting set of
generic primitives that permit to interact with potentially heterogeneous contexts.
However while appealing on the paper, the Plutarch architecture was never imple-
mented and hence unfortunately remains an academic exercise.

Looking at systems, the socket API is currently the de facto standard for
writing network applications. With very few system calls, the API permits to
instantiate a high-level TCP connection as well as open a low level access at the
driver level of the network card. However while extremely simple to use, a concep-
tual limitation of the socket API is that it requires that the application uses the
appropriate data structure and address family (i.e. the correct sockaddr structure
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and AF_ value) as arguments of many primitives. This implies that an application
knows what type of address it manipulates and as a result the protocols to be used
are hard-coded in the application. In addition,it makes it difficult to introduce new
network protocols and namespaces as it requires that all systems and applications
are modified and re-compiled to support new protocols. This was typically seen
as one (among many others) major difficulty when deploying IP version 6 [5].

2.2 Design rationale

From a network architecture perspective, the design of ANA has borrowed many
concepts from the related work we just mentioned. For example, a program that
implements the protocols and algorithms of a certain network compartment is
called a compartment protocol entity (CPE2) in ANA, where PE is borrowed from
OSI. A major concept of OSI, namely the relationship between a user layer and
a provider layer, is also borrowed in ANA in the sense that the API specifies the
generic communication means which allow user functional blocks to communicate
with provider compartments.

Also close to OSI, ANA introduces the notion of Information Dispatch Point
(IDP) as a generic handle to address functional blocks (FB) and information chan-
nels (IC) – this is somewhat close to the SAP and CEP abstractions proposed in
OSI. Our motivation is to have a set of generic abstractions and, from an imple-
mentation point of view, generic data structures, objects, and primitives that can
be “manipulated” by all components of ANA without having to understand how
the “real” protocols operate. In particular, and in contrast to the socket API, we
do not mandate that one has any a priori knowledge about the address family (i.e.
namespace) of the addresses and names one has to manipulate.

At a macroscopic scale, the notion of network compartment proposed in ANA
is similar to the notion of context as proposed in Plutarch where “a context de-
scribes a region of the network that is homogeneous in some regard with respect to
addresses, packet formats, transport protocols, naming services, etc” [2]. In par-
ticular, in Plutarch an entity (e.g. address, name, link) is always resolved within
some context. Looking back at system’s design, one can also apply this concept to
the socket API where the address family argument (i.e. an integer value) specifies
the context (i.e. network protocol) in which further network operations are per-
formed. In ANA, we adopt a more flexible approach where the context is composed
of an implicit part (i.e. the CPE and compartment one is “talking to”) plus an
explicit part (i.e. a variable number of bytes) that is interpreted by the CPE and
defines the scope of the network operation to perform. As shown in Deliverable
D4.3 [6], this permits to write “compartment-agnostic” programs where one can
manipulate opaque arguments that are only interpreted by the CPE handling a
request. This is a clear demarcation from the socket API where one needs to use
the appropriate data structure (i.e. among the many sockaddr_ structures) when
passing arguments to the primitives of the API.

2Note that this terminology does not yet appear in the current Blueprint.
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2.3 Overview and examples

Having briefly introduced the motivation and rationale for the design of ANA, we
present some basic examples of compartment communications and describe how
each scenario would be implemented with the basic primitives of the API. We
remind that the API is used by user functional blocks to communicate with and
request (communication) services from provider compartments.

The compartment API basically offers five basic primitives:

• publish: to request from a compartment that a certain service becomes
reachable via this compartment.

• unpublish: to request from a compartment that a certain service is no longer
reachable via this compartment.

• resolve: to obtain from a compartment an information channel to commu-
nicate with a certain service.

• lookup: to obtain further information from a compartment about a certain
service.

• send: to send data to a previously resolved service.

Note that the term service is used throughout this document to refer to any
kind of resource that can be resolved via ANA. This for example includes addresses,
names, network nodes, protocol entities, files, video streams, printing services, etc.
Basically, we have tried to use a neutral word to refer to what is being looked up
via the compartment API. While this terminology is surely imperfect, we believe
that it is a “good enough” compromise that captures reasonably well a wide range
of possible applications.

Fig. 1 illustrates the publish primitive. In this example, a functional block im-
plementing an IP stack (IP-FB) publishes its IP address and IDP z inside an Eth-
ernet compartment via the Ethernet CPE (ETH-FB). This means that IP-FB be-
comes reachable via the Ethernet compartment with the service name "10.1.2.3".

Fig. 2 illustrates the resolve primitive. In this follow-up example, an “IP-
stack” functional block inside Node N asks the Ethernet compartment (via the
Ethernet CPE ETH-FB) to resolve the service "10.1.2.3". The successful reply
contains the IDP s which can be used to send data to the service. Inside Node N,
the ETH-FB maintains some state that data sent to IDP s must be sent to the
Ethernet address of Node M + IDP z. Note that in fact the Ethernet FBs do not
exchange the IDP z: Node N actually learns a local value/token while Node M
maintains the mapping between this token and the IDP z. However for simplicity
we assume Node N learns IDP z. Note that this example typically illustrates an
ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) resolution when one IP stack initiates some
communication with a peer via an Ethernet link/segment.
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Figure 1: The publish primitive.

How the real resolution is performed is left to the compartment. In the case of
the Ethernet compartment, a resolution request triggers the sending of a broadcast
message (sent to FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF) containing the service (here "10.1.2.3").
Any CPE that has published the service replies to the request with a message
containing the information needed to reach the service via the corresponding com-
partment. Note that in the case of the Ethernet compartment, this request-reply
phase is very similar to today’s operation of the ARP protocol.

Figure 2: The resolve primitive.

The lookup primitive is similar to the resolve primitive except that it does not
instanciate an information channel to the service but solely returns reachability
information about the service. For example and in the case of the Ethernet com-
partment, a lookup may simply return a boolean answer indicating whether the
service is reachable (and can be resolved) or not. The lookup primitive is actually
useful for compartments that maintain mappings between multiple namespaces
but do not forward data: this is for example the case of the DNS (Domain Name
System) which translates DNS names into IP addresses.

Having a closer look at the arguments of these primitives, the (pseudo-language)
function prototypes are:
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• IDP <- publish(IDP CPE, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

• Bool <- unpublish(IDP CPE, IDP published, SERVICE)

• IDP <- resolve(IDP CPE, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

• Void* <- lookup(IDP CPE, CONTEXT, SERVICE)

• Bool <- send(IDP, DATA)

The first argument is always an IDP that permits to“talk to”the CPE handling
the request. Note that inside a node, the IDPs of CPEs can typically be resolved
via the node compartment, i.e. a node-local database that supports the compart-
ment API and currently permits to resolve keywords into IDPs. For example on
Fig. 1, the IP-FB could have obtained the IDP y by looking up (inside the node
compartment) e.g. the keywords "Ethernet AND compartment".

The CONTEXT and SERVICE arguments are both a variable length byte-
field. The SERVICE is typically what is being looked up, while the CONTEXT
defines the scope of the search inside the compartment. For example, the request
illustrated by Fig. 2 would be obtained by calling

resolve(e, "*", "10.1.2.3")

The generic CONTEXT "*" specifies the largest possible scope as interpreted
by the compartment: for the Ethernet compartment this typically means all at-
tached hosts and maps into the broadcast address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF. For an
IP compartment, the CONTEXT "*" would typically be interpreted as being the
local subnet address (e.g. "10.1.2.255" for a class-C subnet). Note that an-
other generic CONTEXT is "." which defines the CPE-local scope. For requests
addressed to a particular compartment member, one has to further specify the
CONTEXT. For example on Fig. 2, if some component on Node N wants to ob-
tain an information channel to the TCP CPE (not shown on the figure) of Node
M, it could issue the request

resolve(i, "10.1.2.3", "TCP CPE")

3 Inter-compartment communications

After having shortly introduced the compartment API, we describe in this section
the basic problem of inter-compartment communication inside ANA and briefly
introduce the two “families” of solutions currently being studied by the partners
involved in this activity.

The fundamental activity of inter-compartment communication is illustrated
by Fig. 3. On this example, Node 1 in compartment A communicates with Node
2 in compartment B via Node 3 which belongs to both compartments. Since in
ANA different compartments typically use different addresses, names, and routing
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Figure 3: Getting inter-compartment communication.

protocols, achieving inter-compartment communication is not straightforward. As
illustrated by the following fugures, there are basically two families of solutions for
realizing inter-compartment communications.

The first family of solutions is illustrated by Fig. 4. In that case, an overlaying
compartment federates two underlaying compartments: this is for example the
situation we have today in the Internet where IP federates multiple link-layer
technologies and networks (e.g. Ethernet segments, WIFI, ATM, PPP). The main
advantage of using an overlaying compartment is that, from a user point of view,
the resolution takes place in only one compartment that hides all the specifics of
the underlaying compartments. Also the design of such solutions is well understood
and, because of the generic nature of the ANA API, implementing the interactions
between the overlaying compartment and the underlaying ones is straightforward.
However the main drawback of this type of solution is that there must always exist
an overlaying compartment to allow inter-compartment communications.

Figure 4: Inter-compartment communication with an overlay compartment.

The second family of solutions is illustrated by Fig. 5. In that case, there is
no overlaying compartment and inter-compartment communication requires sub-
sequent resolution steps across heterogeneous compartments. The outcome of such
a multi-step resolution process can e.g., result in a source route obtained by the
initiator of the request which can then add to its data the list of intermediate
nodes towards the final destination. The main advantage of this type of solu-
tion is that it does not require the existence of an overlaying compartment and
thus allows inter-compartment communications between potentially any hosts in
ANA. However, the multi-step resolution process as presented here is not a well
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studied/understood problem and still needs extra research to become a mature
solution.

Figure 5: Inter-compartment communication via an intermediate proxy.

Clearly, the two families of solutions for achieving inter-compartment commu-
nications are appealing. Since the “design philosophy” of ANA is to encourage
variability at all levels of the architecture, we explicitly do not want to favor one
type of solution but prefer to develop heterogeneous and (potentially) complemen-
tary alternatives. In the following sections we describe the solutions currently
being studied by the partners involved in this activity: our long-term objective
(over the course of the project) is to explore and develop various approaches and
eventually let each end-system autonomically choose the best alternative accord-
ing to the current networking environment and conditions. Note that the research
activities related to the autonomic selection of protocols will only start during the
year 2008.

4 Routing namespaces: the compartment finder

Before going into the details of this proposal, we would like to highlight the fact that
this work has two facets. The first facet (point 1. below) focuses on mechanisms
and interactions operating locally on a single node while the second facet (point
2. below) focuses on network-wide inter-compartment communications. These can
be summarized as follows.

1. The proposed system is used locally on each ANA node to find out which
network compartment handles a particular address or name. That is, given
an arbitrary name or address, one can obtain the IDP of the compartment
protocol entity (CPE) which internally uses the corresponding namespace.
In particular on nodes hosting multiple CPEs of different compartments, it
permits to find out which compartment “is responsible” for an address or a
name.

2. The proposed system is used as some kind of inter-compartment routing
mechanism that permits to locate remote compartments. That is, given an
arbitrary name or address, one can learn how to reach the remote com-
partment which internally uses the corresponding namespace. Note that we
described the system as some kind of inter-compartment routing mechanism
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because it totally differs from traditional routing protocols in one core aspect:
it maintains routes for namespaces and not for addresses and names.

One motivation for the first facet (point 1. above) was already described ear-
lier: we believe that one major issue with the socket API is that one must always
provide either the address family or the appropriate sockaddr_ structure as argu-
ments of the primitives. However, given a certain address or name, there exists
no built-in mechanism in the API to find out what address family or data struc-
ture should be used. Actually the same situation applies to the ANA API where
one must obtain the IDP of the compartment protocol entity (CPE) that will
handle e.g., a resolution or publish request. Moreover, and in contrast to what
happens in current systems and applications where the values of address families
(e.g., AF INET) are fixed and hard-coded in the code, we do not want to maintain
a static collection of possible compartments with fixed and well-known “compart-
ment (protocol) numbers” because it prevents new network protocols from easily
being deployed. This work is presented is subsection 4.1.

The motivation for the second facet (point 2. above) is to build an inter-
compartment communication scheme that does not involve the use of an overlay-
ing compartment (in the traditional sense of it i.e., where each host has a unique
name or address in the overlay) and that preserves the “black-box” aspect of com-
partments where e.g., the internal routing information of a compartment does not
leak out of the compartment. The objective is to be able to identify which com-
partment is responsible for a certain namespace and “simply” forward the data to
that compartment which will then deliver it to the final destination. This work is
presented in subsection 4.2.

4.1 The compartment finder

As just explained, the objective of this proposal is to find out which compartment
is responsible for a certain name or address. That is, given an arbitrary name
or address, one can obtain the IDP of the compartment protocol entity (CPE)
which internally uses the corresponding namespace. This means that our proposed
“compartment finder” system must be able to understand the format of an address
or name to find out to which namespace it belongs.

A first observation is that this “classification activity” is something that human
users achieve very easily with human-readable strings: for example, it is easy for a
network engineer to identify that the string "10.1.2.3" is an IPv4 address while
the string "www.example.com" is a DNS name. However, it is much more difficult
or even impossible to classify byte patterns: for example, the 16-byte pattern
04 73 6d 74 70 06 75 6e 69 62 61 73 02 63 68 00 could either be the IPv6
address 473:6d74:7006:756e:6962:6173:0263:6800 or the DNS-encoded name
smtp.unibas.ch.

A second observation is that one can perceive human-readable representations
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as being the “public” representation of a name or an address whereas the binary-
encoded representation is the“private”representation. For example, an application
using the gethostbyname primitive must pass as argument a string representation
of the DNS name while the DNS resolver really encodes names in a quite different
way (see the example in the previous paragraph). That is, one could possibly
change how the resolver internally encodes names while the“public” representation
remains unchanged. Applied to ANA, this means one could use human-readable
strings in the API while internally each compartment is free to encode names and
addresses in whatever format is prefered.

Following these two observations, we have decided in this work to assume that
human-readable strings are used when passing the CONTEXT and SERVICE ar-
guments of the primitives of the ANA API3. In particular, this now means that our
system has to classify character strings, and this is exactly what can be achieved
with Unix regular expressions. Regular expressions are indeed a very mature and
powerful tool to match a set of strings according to certain syntax rules.

4.1.1 System description

Our “compartment finder” system is basically a functional block that supports
requests sent to it via the ANA API. As the system is actually also used for inter-
compartment communications, it is actually organized as a network compartment
although that part is covered in subsection 4.2. Basically, each compartment will-
ing to use the compartment finder simply has to publish a regular expression
matching its namespace while users that want to find the compartment handling
a certain name or address use the lookup primitive. These basic mechanisms are
shown on figures 6 and 7 which illustrate a simple example.

On the first figure, an IPv6 functional block publishes the regular expression
(\x{1,4}:){7}\x{1,4} (where \x is a short form for [[:xdigit:]]) in the com-
partment finder (denoted ‘REGEXP’4 functional block). Note that for simplicity,
this regular expression does not match IPv6 addresses using the compressed ex-
pression :: for consecutive zeros. The compartment finder then stores the regular
expression along with the IDP i of the publisher FB.

On the second figure, we assume that a functional block wants to communicate
with some remote peer reachable via the opaque CONTEXT
"2001:620:200:1:1:2:3:4". Here the CONTEXT is said to be opaque because
the FB does not understand the syntax of the CONTEXT. To find out if there
exists a node-local CPE that can resolve this CONTEXT, the FB sends a lookup
request to the compartment finder. The compartment finder checks a table of pre-
viously published regular expressions and tries to match the CONTEXT with all
the known regular expressions. In this example, the lookup request is successful
and returns the IDP i of the IPv6-FB. The caller FB can then send a new request

3Note that for maximum flexibility, in the current C implementation the CONTEXT and
SERVICE arguments are each a <void* pointer, length> pair.

4‘REGEXP’ is a short form for “regular expression”.
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Figure 6: Publishing “a namespace”.

to the IPv6-FB to eventually obtain an information channel to whatever SERVICE
it initially wanted to reach (e.g. resolve(i, "2001:620:200:1:1:2:3:4", SER-

VICE).

Figure 7: Resolving an address.

4.1.2 Assumptions, requirements

The compartment finder is a simple yet very powerful system for allowing func-
tional blocks in ANA to find out which compartment handles a particular address
or name. However, while it is very simple to use on the user side, it requires that
for each compartment willing to publish its namespace, the developer works out a
suitable regular expression for the compartment’s namespace. The challenge here
is that the regular expression must match the entire namespace of the compart-
ment but must be selective enough to not match names and addresses that are not
in the compartment’s namespace. That is, we want to avoid (or at least minimize)
false positives.

It is worth mentioning here that false positives, although a nuisance, do not
prevent the system from working. When trying to fulfill a lookup request, the
compartment finder indeed returns all the matching IDPs to the initiator of the
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request which can then try to resolve its service with all the returned IDPs. In case
the reply contains false positives, the corresponding resolve request would return
an error. Hence in the previous example, if the lookup request had returned say a
false positive with some IDP e of say the Ethernet compartment, the follow-up re-
quest resolve(e, "2001:620:200:1:1:2:3:4", SERVICE) would have returned
an error message because the Ethernet compartment is unable to resolve the CON-
TEXT "2001:620:200:1:1:2:3:4".

As an initial proof of concept, the compartment finder has been implemented
inside ANA using the standard POSIX regular expression C library.

4.1.3 Examples

We here present some examples of regular expressions (some being imperfect)
matching the most common namespaces of the Internet. Note that to simplify
the notation, we use the shortcuts \x for [[:xdigit:]], \d for [[:digit:]], and
\a for [[:alnum:]]. Also note that the starting ‘^’ and ending ‘$’ characters
forbid sub-matches (e.g., to prevent that the regular expression of IPv6 addresses
matches Ethernet addresses).

IPv4 addresses:
^((\d|[1-9]\d|1\d{2}|2[0-4]\d|25[0-5])\.){3}(\d|[1-9]\d|1\d{2}|
2[0-4]\d|25[0-5])$

IPv6 addresses:
^(\x{1,4}:){7}\x{1,4}$

Ethernet addresses:
^(\x{2}:){5}\x{2}$

DNS names:
^((\a(\-)?)+\.)+[a-zA-Z]{2,4}$

Email addresses:
^(\a(\-|_|\.)?)+@((\a(\-|_)?)+\.)+[a-zA-Z]{2,4}$

4.2 Routing namespaces

Having presented the basics of the compartment finder for node-local operations,
we present in this subsection how we intend to extend this system to support inter-
compartment communications. Note that this is an on-going research activity that
still needs further work as many aspects of this proposal are not resolved yet,
especially concerning the implementation and the low-level mechanisms for setting
up packet forwarding state. The concept of “routing namespaces” is indeed totally
new and requires more basic research and implementation experience to reach a
mature design.
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4.2.1 System description

Figure 8: Inter-compartment resolution.

To illustrate the problem let’s consider figure 8 where a functional block on the
IPv4-only host 1.2.3.4 wants to communicate with another functional block lo-
cated on the IPv6-only host 2001::1. Note that for simplicity of the figure, the two
functional blocks are not shown. We assume that both hosts do not run the com-
partment finder protocol but host 1.2.3.4 knows the address of host 3.4.5.6 that
belongs to the “regular expression (REGEXP) compartment”. Host 9.8.7.6 also
belongs to the REGEXP compartment and is a neighbor peer of host 3.4.5.6 in
this compartment (as shown by the two information channels that link them). Note
that each host in the REGEXP compartment has a unique ID. Now in addition to
what was described in the previous subsection (4.1), we assume that the peers of
the REGEXP compartment exchange routing information about namespaces using
any traditional routing protocol (e.g. distance vector or link-state). While doing
so, the host ID1 learns that anything matching (\x{1,4}:){7}\x{1,4} (i.e. the
regular expression for IPv6 addresses) can be resolved via its neighbor peer ID2

(which is actually attached to the IPv6 compartment).

Now when host 1.2.3.4 sends to host 3.4.5.6 a request for 2001::1, it asks
its peer ID2 to create an information channel to host 2001::1 and then act as a
proxy for data sent to 2001::1. Without going into implementation details and as
illustrated by figure 9, the initial resolve request creates three information channels
(i.e. forwarding state) to transfer the data sent by the functional block on host
1.2.3.4 to the target functional block on host 2001::1.

4.2.2 Assumptions, requirements, limitations

While the example scenario we just described seems simple, some implementation
details have not been resolved yet and still require further work before we can
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Figure 9: Resolving a remote service.

demonstrate a running prototype. Note that the exchange of “namespace rout-
ing information” between peers of the REGEXP compartment has already been
implemented and is not an issue.

One central assumption of this work is that we explicitly want to avoid that
all hosts have to belong to the REGEXP compartment. This is similar to today’s
situation where an end-host only needs to talk to some DNS server to resolve a
DNS name into an IP address: that is, the vast majority of nodes are actually not
part of the “DNS compartment” and are only “clients” of it. The difficulty is that
this assumption requires that the nodes belonging to the REGEXP compartment
act as proxy and forward data on behalf of their “clients”. In particular, this
requires that a REGEXP peer maintains forwarding state “per connection” and,
although being a feasible soltion, this is clearly not scalable.

To overcome this problem, we are currently working on a stateless alterna-
tive where only the sender host stores the entire source route to the destination.
This is however a challenging task because when a “route” spans multiple names-
paces it typically requires that intermediate gateway nodes perform some protocol
translation at the border of compartments. It is however not clear yet if this
would/should become a dedicated service offered by each compartment and how it
would be designed: this clearly needs further study before we can start developing
a solution.
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5 Inter-compartment communication enabled

through Overlay Compartments

The underlying paradigm behind this solution is an explicit separation of node
identifiers in the overlay compartment and node identifiers in the underlay com-
partments (e.g. locators), similar to HIP [7] or other proposals that promote a
clean identifier/locator split.

This section evaluates a solution whereby an unstructured node identifier space
is used in the overlay compartment, which is common across all nodes that want to
communicate with each other. The use of a common identifier space at the overlay
compartment level enables the use of different addressing and routing mechanisms
in each underlying compartment. A mapping translates node identities at the over-
lay level into node identifiers (locators) suitable for network-layer data forwarding
at the underlay level.

5.1 Solution Description

5.1.1 Terminology

In order to simplify the description in the following section, the following termi-
nology is introduced:

1. The term Turf or TurfNet is used to define an autonomous network (underlay
compartment) which has – like any compartment – its own identifier space
for addressing and routing within the compartment. Examples of such turfs
could be an IPv4 network, IPv6 network, or a switched Ethernet network.

2. A Turf Node is a network node in a specific turf. For turf-local communica-
tion, the turf node must support the local network protocols and addressing
schemes. A physical node can participate as a full-fledged turf node in multi-
ple turfs at the same time, allowing multi-homing potentially using different
technologies. For communication across TurfNets turf nodes possess one or
more overlay identifiers, which map into turf-local identifiers (locators) that
are used for addressing and routing within the local turf.

3. For the management of the identifier space and other compartment-specific
control functions (e.g. address resolution and routing), TurfNets encompass
a logical entity, called Turf Control. The turf control denotes any control
functions or services of a TurfNet, and is therefore completely depending on
the actual type of TurfNet. For example, the turf control can be a centralized
service or fully distributed.

4. Turf Gateways are special, multi-homed turf nodes. Besides participating in
multiple turfs at the same time, they can relay traffic between these differ-
ent turfs. When turfs use different addressing or protocol mechanisms, the
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gateways also perform the required address and protocol translations when
relaying traffic. For example, a gateway between IPv4 and IPv6 turfs trans-
lates between the two network protocols and their respective address spaces.
Turf gateways enable interoperation by performing the necessary translation
or emulation across independent turfs, if required.

Figure 10: Essential components for communication across heterogeneous underlay
compartments (Turfs).

5.1.2 Operational Aspects

The inter-compartment (or inter-turf) communication scheme studied in this part
of the document assumes that ANA nodes, which are part of an underlay compart-
ment, will use a registration based scheme to register themselves also in the overlay
compartment, which enables communication across heterogeneous underlay com-
partments. Figure 4 illustrates the type of inter-compartment communication that
is assumed here.

An ANA node becomes reachable by other nodes only after registering its local
turf identifier (underlay compartment identifier or locator) with its global identifier
(overlay compartment identifier) in the overlay compartment. In order to provide
the overlay compartment functionality in a fully distributed manner (without in-
troducing bottlenecks and/or central point of failures), the scheme analyzed here
assumes that the overlay compartment functionality is provided collectively by the
logical entities denoted as turf control. For example, the registration of a turf node
in the overlay compartment is always done through its local turf control, which is
part of the overlay compartment.

The routing logic at the overlay compartment level can be achieved in many
ways. A very simple solution would be that the turf controls propagate (similar to
BGP) the routing information across all turf controls of the overlay compartment.
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However, since ANA requires autonomic addressing support, which conflicts with
the idea of a managed hierarchical address allocation, the routing state for inter-
compartment communication that needs to be propagated through the overlay
would quickly explode. Note that the reason why this scheme still works for BGP
is that the address allocation is still to a large extent hierarchically managed.

In the remainder of this section, an alternative solution, which does not put
any constraints on the address allocation scheme, is described and evaluated. This
has the advantage that no human or other managed allocation service needs to be
involved, and that ANA nodes can pick their own global identifiers. The later also
allows ANA nodes to pick identifiers that have cryptographic meaning (e.g. public
key), which open up many new ways to provide communication security for packet
switched networks.

Rather than encoding location information into the address or identifier them-
selves, the inter-compartment routing logic studied here is based on an explicit
node registration and lookup scheme in the overlay compartment through which
the inter-compartment path is established. The routing at the inter-compartment
level is hereby controlled primarily by the relationship among compartments (tak-
ing into account business aspects, trust, etc.), rather than by the shortest end-to-
end path. For example, the proposed scheme takes into account whether two
compartments have a customer/provider or peering relationship. As a conse-
quence of this, the basis for inter-compartment routing is the given relationships
between compartments, and the compartment hierarchy resulting from those inter-
compartment relations.

The following example illustrates how the registration and lookup-based inter-
compartment routing scheme works. An ANA node that wants to become globally
reachable through the overlay compartment (i.e. beyond the bounds of its local
compartment), registers its turf-local identifier together with its self-assigned over-
lay identifier with the local turf control. The local turf control in turn propagates
this registration through the hierarchy of turfs to establish compartment-external
reachability. A turf control always forwards non-local registration messages to
its “parent” turf controls (vertical). The result is a system that guarantees that
lookups terminate at some point along the hierarchy to the top-level compart-
ment. Turf controls may also choose to forward registrations across peering links
(horizontal). This optional optimization can result in shorter lookup chains and
reduces load on higher-level turf controls at the expense of increased registration
table sizes (see Section 5.2.3).

When an ANA node initiates communication, it attempts to look up the node
identifier of the desired peer via the local turf control. As for registrations, turf
controls may optionally decide to also forward lookups across horizontal peering
links in order to improve resolution probability, at the expense of an increase in
lookup rates.

Figure 11 illustrates a registration and lookup operation in a scenario that in-
volves peering interconnects; i.e., turf controls not only forward registrations and
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lookups “up” the hierarchy but also “sideways” to peered compartments. Here, a
registration for a node with identifier N propagates up the compartment hierar-
chy (right side). Intermediate compartments register this node in their local turf
control. Later, a lookup request “N?” for the node with identifier N appears (left
side). This propagates upwards as well. The number of compartment a request is
propagated along the peering interconnects is defined as scope, which is a param-
eter that can be chosen on a per requests basis by the client or by the local turf
control. Consequently, the lookup request that propagates up the left side can be
resolved before it reaches the topmost level of the hierarchy, reducing lookup load
at those compartments.

Figure 11: Registration and lookup.

5.2 Scalability analysis

The remainder of this part of the deliverable evaluates the scalability properties
of the overlay-based inter-compartment communication scheme.

5.2.1 Internet characteristics

In order to make this analysis as meaningful as possible, the large-scale internet-
work topology of today’s Internet is used as the underlying model for this study.
This section describes the parameters of that model, based on existing investiga-
tions of Internet topology, structure and communication characteristics.

To a certain degree, a compartment is comparable to an autonomous system
(AS) in the Internet. Both are administratively independent sub-domains inter-
connected into a global network through border gateways, but turf gateways may
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also perform locator or protocol translation. However, this study assumes that
the difference in operation does not influence the structure of the overall system
significantly. It thus constructs a large-scale hierarchy of compartments (turfs)
that is similar in size and structure to the Internet AS-level topology by assuming
that each Internet AS represents a separate compartment.

Existing research results extract the AS-level topology of the Internet from the
routing tables of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [8, 9]. Subramanianăetăal.
[10] apply heuristics to the AS-level graph to determine inter-AS relationships
(peering or customer/provider) between any two connected autonomous systems.
Based on these heuristics and a recent BGP data set [10], the flat AS-level graph
of the Internet can be transformed into an ANA compartment hierarchy. This
hierarchy has compartments at different levels, from 1 (the highest) to 5 (the
lowest). All end systems are located at the bottom of the hierarchy at level 5.
Compartments higher up the hierarchy do not have end systems and serve only as
providers of other compartments. At level 1 of the hierarchy, compartments have
no providers and only customer compartments.

Figure 12 illustrates some properties of the hierarchical graph obtained through
this process. Compartments at level 1 form a connected graph that is almost a
fully-meshed graph. Only a few level-1 compartments are not directly connected to
all others, causing the diameter of the overall level-1 graph to be 2. At levels 2 and
lower the peering graph of a given level becomes more disconnected. Within level
2, 193 out of the 215 compartments belong to the same highly connected graph
the other ones belong to smaller strongly connected components. The mean path
length between connected compartments is significantly longer (3.9 vs. 1.25 at level
1), indicating that the graph is not as densely connected as the level-1 one. The
lower mean degree of 5.7 (vs. 15.8 at level 1) also illustrates this. On the other
hand, level-2 compartments have many provider links to level-1 compartments;
10.66 per compartment on average. Level 3 is even more sparsely connected with
either none or a single peering link. Compartments at levels 3-5 have around 2-3
links to higher-level provider compartments.

Figure 12: Properties of an Internet-scale compartment/turf hierarchy.

To make realistic assumptions about the communication patterns of nodes in a
large-scale compartment hierarchy, the analysis uses the results of previous studies
of traffic patterns in the Internet [11, 12]. They show that the typical end-to-end
connection only traverses 3-4 AS hops (see figure 13). This study assumes that
a similar distribution is likely to be present in a comparable ANA compartment
topology.
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Figure 13: Internet communication distance distribution (Source [11]).

5.2.2 Evaluation methodology

The methodology for the scalability analysis of the overlay-based inter-compartment
communication scheme defines the metrics, main assumptions and the mathemat-
ical model it is based on. By choice, a mathematical analysis was favored over
simulations in order to evaluate the performance of a large-scale internetwork,
which cannot be simulated with today’s simulators.

Scalability of the overlay-based inter-compartment communication scheme is
mainly limited by two factors. First, the size of the registration table, which con-
tains information about the nodes inside each compartment, as well as in its cus-
tomer and peering compartments. Second, the frequency of lookups for non-local
nodes that the turf control must handle. Especially for turf controls located at
higher levels in a compartment hierarchy, the registration tables can grow rapidly,
because they store information about all nodes in any customer compartment at
lower levels that would like to be globally reachable. Similarly, lookups for nodes
generally propagate up the compartment hierarchy, and can cause high lookup
frequencies at higher-level turf controls. Thus, the analysis focuses on these two
metrics to investigate the scalability properties of such an inter-compartment com-
munication scheme.

Although the proposed scheme enables ANA nodes to selectively register with
the overlay compartment (i.e. for global reachability), the scalability analysis as-
sumes that all nodes want to be globally reachable. This is the worst-case scenario
given the above assumptions and hence the most interesting case for this study,
because it requires the top-level compartments to maintain state information for
all nodes in the network.

Because the goal of this scalability analysis is to investigate the feasibility of the
overlay-based scheme for very large networks, the study considers 1 billion (109)
nodes to be active simultaneously and globally reachable (i.e. there might be many
more nodes that are only visible locally within a compartment). This population
sufficiently exceeds current estimates on the size of the Internet [13]. Due to the
lack of a more realistic distribution, the nodes are evenly distributed among the
level-5 compartments, i.e., each of the 13,872 compartments at level-5 contains
approximately 72,000 nodes. Note that an empirical analysis (not included here
due to space restrictions) demonstrates that an exponential distribution of nodes
to compartments does not significantly change the results. Finally, the analysis
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assumes that nodes have a fixed, uniform communication initiation frequency of
one inter-compartment communication (to a node of another compartment) every
100 seconds. The analysis assumes that this is a uniform constant for all nodes
in all compartments, mainly because – to the authors’ knowledge – no empirical
data exists that allows making a more realistic choice.

5.2.3 Results

The analysis is based on the large-scale compartment topology modeled after the
Internet AS-level graph and the assumptions defined previously, and carried out in
MatLab. The metrics used in the analysis are the registration table sizes required
at each compartment to maintain node registrations and the rate of arriving lookup
requests that a turf control has to handle.

To investigate the effects of different scopes, which determine how far registra-
tions propagate across peering interconnects, the analysis compares scenarios that
use scopes of 0-2 inter-compartment hops. A scope of zero is the baseline case, in
which peering links are never used for communication. With a scope of one, node
registrations are propagated only to immediate neighbors (peering compartments),
and with a scope of two, they propagate also to neighbors up to two hops away.
Note that the analysis uses the same scope at all levels and for all registrations,
even though the scheme supports the use of different scopes at different levels or
for different registrations.

A second effect that this analysis investigates is the impact of different node
lookup schemes. The first scheme investigates a scheme where compartments for-
ward lookup requests up to all higher-level compartments. The scheme is com-
pared to a variant where compartments only forward node lookups up ones, to
their highest-level provider compartment. This comparison quantifies the impact
different lookup schemes can have on the overall lookup load.

Although the compartment hierarchy used for this analysis has five levels, with
the top-level compartments at level 1 and all end hosts at level 5 at the bottom,
the results below only discuss levels 1-4. This is, because no horizontal peering
links exist between level-5 compartments (according to the Internet AS-graph),
and thus all inter-compartment communication passes through compartments at
level 4 and above. In addition, no inter-compartment lookup requests arrive at
level 5 or are resolved there.

Moreover, the results include a “level 0” compartment that acts as the logical
root of the compartment hierarchy. It is required for operation in the baseline case
that uses a scope of zero, where peering links are not used.

The first part of this evaluation focuses on registration table sizes. compares
the distributions of registration table sizes for compartments at different levels of
the compartment hierarchy (level 0-4) and for different scopes. The top graph
shows the table sizes for a scope of zero, the middle graph shows them for a scope
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of one, and the bottom graph for a scope of two.

Figure 14 illustrates several important scalability aspects. First, it shows that
an increasing scope eliminates the need for the level-0. Note that a level-0 com-
partment may not be feasible due to policy reasons, as a single compartment would
constitute the “root” for the whole network. The level-1 registration tables hold
between 100-500 million entries each with a scope of zero (top graph), i.e., in-
formation about only 10-50% of the overall nodes. With a scope of one, they
already hold between 820-920 million entries (middle graph), and with a scope of
two, each level-1 compartments contains information about all nodes in the system
(bottom graph). In the latter case, they can thus replace the root compartment
by replicating its information.

Figure 14: Distribution of registration table sizes for compartments (Turfs) at dif-
ferent levels with scopes of zero (top graph), one (middle graph), and two (bottom
graph).

State tables at lower levels also increase. Median state tables at level-2 increase
from 2.3 million entries with a scope of zero to 38 million with a scope of one and
123 million with a scope of two. However, in all cases the variance between tables
at level-2 is much higher than at level-1. Level-1 tables have sizes that are within
the same order of magnitude, whereas level-2 table sizes can vary over four orders
of magnitude with a scope of zero. This illustrates that the node population below
a level-2 compartment can vary enormously. An increase in scope reduces this
variance to two orders of magnitude with a scope of two, because node information
from larger level-2 compartments is replicated at smaller ones, evening out the
differences.

Unlike at levels 1 and 2, state tables at levels 3 and 4 do not significantly
grow with an increasing scope. The median level-3 table has around 280 thousand
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entries with a scope of zero and 500 thousand with a scope of two. At level-4, the
median state table has 14 thousand entries independent of the used scope. This
result is due to the low occurrence of peering links at those levels, which render
larger scopes ineffectual.

These results demonstrate that the use of peering links during node registration
can significantly increase table sizes and consequently the resolution likelihood,
especially at higher levels. The second part of this analysis investigates under
which conditions larger scopes result in lookup benefits and under which they
merely add overhead, i.e., increase state tables without a corresponding reduction
in lookup loads. The second part therefore focuses on the rate of arriving lookups.

Figure 15 shows the median arriving lookup request rate – with quartiles as
error bars – across compartments at all levels of the hierarchy (different shading
denotes scope). In the baseline case, with a scope of zero, approximately 23 million
requests per second arrive at the level-0 root compartment. With an increased
scope of one, rates drop to around 140 thousand/seconds, because, as described
above, now level-1 compartments already contain much of the overall registration
information. A scope of two eliminates the need for the root level-0 compartment,
as all requests are resolved at level 1. (This however comes at the cost of a
corresponding increase in registration table sizes.)

Figure 15: Median arriving lookup requests per compartment (Turf) - with quar-
tiles - for each level of the hierarchy and different scopes.

At level 1, the gain in lookup rate reduction decreases. A scope of one reduces
median lookup rates by approximately 30% from 2.1 million/sec to 1.5 million/sec;
and a scope of two yields an additional, minor reduction to 1.4 million/sec. At
other levels, the use of larger scopes does not significantly affect the median ar-
riving lookup rate. The characteristics of the topology (Fig. 12) explain this
difference. Whereas the average compartment at level 1 has over 20 peering links,
compartments at lower levels have much fewer peering links: 5-6 at level 2, ap-
proximately 1 at level 3, and none at levels below 3. Consequently, increasing the
scope does not yield a benefit at levels 3 and 4.

These results identify one key issue: The drastic increase in registration table
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sizes caused by larger scopes does not translate into a similarly significant reduc-
tion in lookup rates. Fig. 16 illustrates this finding by comparing the aggregate
lookup rate arriving at each level, i.e., the sum of the lookup rates arriving at all
compartments belonging to a level. It shows that using a scope of one instead of
zero only reduces the aggregate lookup load from 52 million lookups/sec to 40 mil-
lion/sec, i.e., a 20% decrease. Using a scope of two yields an even smaller decrease
down to 37 million lookups/sec. Additionally, at levels 2-4, using a scope has no
impact on the aggregate lookup load at all.

Figure 16: Aggregate arriving lookup requests for each level of the hierarchy and
different scopes.

This result is surprising, because one would expect that due to the locality
inherent in the communication patterns, lower levels resolve the majority of lookup
requests. However, the model assumes that a compartment forwards any lookups it
cannot resolve locally to all its higher-level provider compartments. This amplifies
the lookup load at higher levels, even when individual compartments filter out
duplicate requests, because when a request is resolved along one lookup path,
copies will still propagate up the hierarchy, causing significant amounts of load.
Note, however, that this is a limitation in the initial model and not of inter-
compartment communication scheme: the solution only requires that one copy of
a lookup request can reach the root to guarantee resolvability.

The remainder of this section evaluates an optimized lookup forwarding mech-
anism that significantly reduces lookup loads by exploiting the abovementioned
redundancy. Compared to the “complete” variant discussed so far, the “greedy”
registration variant only forwards node lookups up one vertical link to the highest-
level provider compartment, randomly choosing a single one if a compartment has
multiple providers of the same highest-level.

Figure 17 compares the distribution of lookup requests per second that arrive at
a compartment under the“complete”and“greedy”lookup schemes (top and bottom
graph respectively), using a scope of two in both cases. At level 1, the greedy
scheme results in a significant reduction of the lookup load: the median lookup rate
drops from 1.4 million requests/second down to 195,000 requests/second, roughly
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an order of magnitude less. Furthermore, both the maximum and minimum request
rate drop significantly, the minimum from 500,000 to 15,000 per second and the
maximum from 3.5 million to 1.9 million per second. The improvement at level
2 is also significant: median lookup rates decrease from 20,000 to 5,700. Levels 3
and 4 see similar improvements.

Figure 17: Distribution of arriving lookup requests per compartment and second
for different levels of the hierarchy and a scope of 2, under the “complete” lookup
scheme (top) and the “greedy” lookup scheme (bottom).

These numbers illustrate that the avoidance of redundant lookups along ver-
tical paths causes a significant reduction in lookup rates. Another obvious differ-
ence between the two schemes is that whereas all compartments see a minimum
lookup load of approximately 500 requests/sec under the “complete” scheme, ap-
proximately 45% of level-4 compartments, 24% of level-3 compartments and 8%
of level-2 compartments see no lookup requests at all under the “greedy” scheme.
This is due to the multi-connected nature of the internetworking hierarchy where
many compartments have multiple connections to higher layers. Note, however,
that the “complete” scheme does not necessarily result in a more balanced use of
provider links either, because although it can return multiple path choices to the
requesting node, it is up to the node to utilize them for data communication.

5.3 Discussion

The primary constraints of the overlay-based inter-compartment routing scheme
are the storage space requirements of node registrations as well as the registration
and lookup request loads at the turf controls. Both of these affect the higher-level
compartments in a hierarchy most critically, because those compartments need to
maintain registrations and possibly serve lookup requests for large fractions of the
overall node population. The use of peering interconnects between compartments
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at the same level, i.e., to forward registrations or lookups, is effective in reducing
lookup loads at higher-level compartments. However, their use increases registra-
tion table sizes significantly and does not cause a similarly significant reduction in
lookup rates. For example, peering only reduces the median lookup rate at level-1
compartments by approximately 34% when increasing the scope from zero to two
(see figure 15).

Although the gains of increased scopes are not dramatic, they have two impor-
tant advantages. First, they allow nodes to find shorter inter-compartment and
thus shorter end-to-end routing paths. This can decrease subsequent data traffic
loads on the high-level compartments. Second, using a scope of two for lookups at
level 1 of the hierarchy has the advantage that it eliminates the need for the root
level-0 compartment.

With “greedy” lookups with a scope of 2, the results show that compartments
at level 1 need to store registration state for the entire population of the inter-
network. They also need to answer a median of 195 thousand lookups/second,
up to a maximum of 1.9 million lookups/second (see figure 15). The majority of
compartments at level 2 also maintains a large number of registrations and sees a
high load of lookup requests.

It is important to note that lookup rates pose a more serious scalability issue
than registration state sizes. For example, if a registration record, which consists
primarily of a binding of a node’s identifier in the overlay compartment and its local
identifier in the underlay compartment (besides some timestamps for soft-state
and cache maintenance), demands 50 bytes of storage, the storage requirement
for the complete level-0 registration table is 50 GB. These storage requirements
are well within the capabilities of current distributed database systems, especially
considering that in an autonomic network context a fully distributed approach
involving many (all) nodes is more favorable anyway in order to make it also work
for ad hoc scenarios.

Consequently, turf control scalability at higher levels mostly depends on the ar-
riving lookup loads (see figure 17). The use of distributed system principles allows
turf controls at those levels to cope with the required lookup loads. For example, a
distributed storage system that distributes and/or replicates the registration state
will be able to resolve the lookup requests at the estimated rates. Alternatively,
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) principles [14] could be exploited to distribute the
storage and lookup load across the required number of ANA nodes which at the
same time allows for low cost management and easy scale up. For example, a DHT
with sufficient number of state replicas for resilience reasons, but not too many
nodes would allow for very efficient routing and load distribution in the DHT.

It should also be noted that the analysis considered the worst case scenario
without any optimizations. For example, in the current Internet, a small frac-
tion of the overall node population (i.e. mainly the “servers”) is the target of the
vast majority of communication instances. The large volume of communications
to these nodes can greatly benefit from cached lookup results of prior communi-
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cations, which can significantly reduce lookup loads. Moreover, the lookup per-
formance can be further optimized through speculative, push-down and caching
of the registration state of popular static nodes at lower levels of the hierarchy,
similar to techniques proposed for web caching [15]. This can reduce lookup delays
for the most common communication destinations.

5.4 Conclusion

This section studied an inter-compartment routing scheme based on overlay com-
partments. The proposed scheme assumes a flat, unstructured node identifier space
in the overlay, which enables ANA nodes to self-assign their identifiers and also
encode some cryptographic meaning. This section examined whether the overlay-
based inter-compartment routing scheme can scale to networks of similar structure
and size than the global Internet. The scalability analysis suggests that the scheme
is generally feasible using distributed storage technology; core compartments lo-
cated at higher levels of the compartment hierarchy require replicated turf controls
to sustain the arriving lookup loads.

6 Future work

This document has presented two alternatives currently being studied in order to
perform inter-compartment routing in ANA. It is important to note that these are
not competing solutions: the design philosophy of ANA is indeed to encourage
variability and choice and let systems autonomically choose the best alternative
according to the current networking conditions and environment.

The first solution presented in section 4 is based on an innovative concept where
routing is achieved via heterogeneous namespaces without involving the use of an
overlay compartment. To encode namespaces, we use Unix regular expressions
and assume that addresses and names are expressed in character string formats
which we define as being their “public” representation. However internally, each
compartment if free to encode names and addresses in any “proprietary” format.
A node-local implementation has already been developed in 2007 and allows func-
tional blocks to find out, on an ANA node, which compartment “is responsible”
for a certain name or address. To perform inter-compartment routing, the ex-
isting system will be extended and a first prototype should be ready before July
2008. Some implementation challenges include designing efficient packet forward-
ing schemes (we may implement a statefull and a stateless alternative), developing
a smart caching system for performing fast lookups, and optimizing route length.

The second solution presented in section 5 achieves inter-compartment rout-
ing based on an overlaying compartment. Beside the design of the solution, this
work mainly focuses on the performance and scalability for performing lookups
inside a flat namespace. The presented results indicate that the proposed solution
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scales reasonably well if it operates over an efficient distributed storage system.
The future work in 2008 is to develop a prototype implementation of this inter-
compartment routing scheme. One particular aspect of the development is to
demonstrate that the proposed solution can operate over multiple heterogeneous
underlaying compartments without requiring any dedicated code per underlay com-
partment.
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